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Welcome
HealthCo is all about making positive health choices to the benefit of our
family, our work and ourselves.
Our mission is to keep you healthier for longer.
We want you to make that commitment to yourself.
HealthCo will help you out by creating a work environment that makes
it easier for you to make positive health choices. We provide a simple set
of services that will optimise the investment an employer makes for the
betterment of employee health. Every single staff member of your team is
very important to us and we will make sure that they are provided with the
right support and environment to achieve their health goals, helping them
to perform and take their role to the next level.
We have a vision of a healthy culture at your company being the cornerstone
that brings you into the future with confidence.
Make your commitment today!
Many thanks,
The team at HealthCo.
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Pre Back Care Tutorial Survey
Overview
If we measure how you rate back care interventions, we can enhance what you feel is important and remove
items that you feel are a waste of your time. By answering the very short questions here, you are giving us
the ability to achive these goals.

All information received is anonymous and used only for the purposes described above.
1. Have you experienced back pain within the last 4 weeks?
m Yes m No
2. Have you had to take time off work as a result of back pain in the past year?
m No m One day or less m More than one day
3. In your experience, what has caused you back pain?

4. In your experience, what do you feel is the most important element in preventing back pain?

5. Which of these terms would best describe the activity level of your job?
m Completely sedentary
m Mostly sedentary
m Evenly mixed
m Mostly active / manual
m Completely active / manual
6. What is your age?
m 18-24
m 25-34
m 35-44
m 45-54
m 55-64
m 65-74
m 75 or older
7. Are you male or female?
m Male
m Female
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Today’s Timetable

09.15 - 10.00

Back Pain Information

10.00 - 10.35

Manual Handling

10.35 - 10.45

Feedback & Discussion

10.45 - 11.00

BREAK

11.00 - 12.50

People Handling

12.50 - 13.00

Feedback & Discussion

13.00 - 14.00

LUNCH

14.00 - 15.00

Hoist Workshop

15.00 - 15.30

Exercise & Back Pain

15.30 - 15.45
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BREAK / CHANGE

15.45 - 16.45

Practical Back Care

16.45 - 17.00

Evaluation

Back Pain
Low back pain affects 60 – 70% of the population over the course of their lifetime, it tends to be a recurring
condition that is difficult to determine the exact stage of onset. As such, the exact causes of low back pain
are also difficult to determine. Only around 5 – 15% of cases can be isolated to a specific cause, for example
infection, tumour, vertebral fracture, thus in the remaining 85 – 95%, the exact cause is unclear. To that
extent several correlating risk factors are associated with back pain prevalence:
• Stress, anxiety, depression and low self-esteem
• Body height and weight; taller and heavier people being more at risk
• Occupational type; long duration, repetitive physical work patterns
Even these risk factors are highly disputed however, for example is back pain the cause of depression anxiety
etc. and with the changing nature of the modern workplace whether these apply in today’s workplace is hard
to determine. The peak prevalence of the condition occurs between the ages of 40 to 55 years old, which in
part explains its major detrimental impact on performance in the workplace. This impact is felt by both the
individual in terms of lost earnings and career progression and by the employer through a negative effect on
employee performance and insurance pay-outs. In true Pareto principle style however, it has been estimated
that only 5% of the people with back pain disability account for 75% of these costs 1.
Treatment options for back pain are varied and their successes are also quite subjective. Medication is common
using a variety of painkillers, medical surgery is an option that is only used when all others have failed due
to it’s often ineffectiveness at eliminating pain sensation. There is some preference amongst sufferers to
alternative therapies such as acupuncture, chiropody etc.2 In terms of both prevention and treatment3, the
most widely accepted analysis is appropriate modes of exercise which is achievable, low risk and has knock
on benefits such as decreased cardiovascular disease risk also.
References:
1.	Duthey, B. 2013. Background paper 6.24. Priority Medicines for Europe and the World. World Health
Organisation. Available at: www.who.int/medicines/areas/priority_medicines/BP6_24LBP.pdf
2.	
www.backcare.org.uk/treatment
3.	
Hayden J, van Tulder MW, Malmivaara A, Koes BW. 2005. Exercise therapy for treatment of
non-specific low back pain. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Issue 3.
Available at: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD000335.pub2/
abstract;jsessionid=A5D676205FD3B1A8B4267E400B2B4E5A.f01t01
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Manual Handling In the Workplace
By law there are regulations which govern manual handling in the workplace. Broadly speaking your employer
must do all that is reasonably practicable of them to ensure your safety, health and welfare at work1.
Specifically in terms of manual handling they are required to avoid manual handling where possible and
reduce the risks associated with handling, where handling is unavoidable2. Reducing risk can be achieved by
risk assessment, planning and staff guidance. It is the duty of the employee to cooperate with the employer
in achieving the above points and if there is anything preventing this, to report it to their employer1.
1. Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005
2. S.I. No. 299/2007 – Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations 2007.

Risk Assessment
There are a variety of risk assessment tools to assist staff in controlling hazards in their workplace. The
most generic risk assessment involves an estimation of the likelihood and severity of the consequences of
an incident should it occur (Figure 1.), after which a decision is made on what resources to input in order to
mitigate against the risk. In terms of the manual handling of people in care, there are much more detailed
risk assessments that are carried out which include falls risk and moving and handling assessments (Figure 2).
These can be carried out upon admission and reviewed periodically or upon a change in care requirements.
Figure 1. Generic Risk assessment tool
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Unpredictable Movements: Yes /No

Can Client Weight Bear: Yes /No

Environment Considerations

Carer Considerations

Name of Assessor(s):

Signature(s):

Date:

Referral Date:

LOW: 
Usually independently mobile, may require
prompting and equipment.
Reason for Referral:

MEDIUM: 
Assistance may be required with or
without equipment.

Is further assistance required for this assessment? Yes  No
Refer to: PHN Physiotherapy Occupational Therapy Home Help Other

HIGH: 
Requires a high level of assistance &
equipment e.g. High Profiling bed, hoist.

Risk Level

Home Help: Yes / No. HSE/Agency (Please circle)
Family carer: Yes/ No spouse/child/older person.
Experience: Yes /No
Other:

Space Constraints: Yes /No
Flooring: Carpet/Wooden/Tiles/Lino
Poor lighting:
Internal Steps/Stairs:

Continent: Bowel: Yes/ No.

Appropriate Footwear: Yes/No

Bladder: Yes/ No

Medical Equipment/Attachments:

Impaired Hearing: Yes /No

Impaired Vision: Yes/ No

Pain: Yes/No
Medication: Yes/ No
Give details where relevant to Moving and Handling:
Skin Condition:

Impaired Sensation: Yes /No

Mobility Aid: Yes/No

Psychological Considerations during moving and handling:
e.g., fear, anxiety etc.
Head Control: Yes /No

Impaired Sitting Balance: Yes/No

1

>128 kgs >(20 stone)

Can Client Understand and participate in simple instructions: Yes/No

102-127 kgs (16-20 stone) 

Impaired Standing Balance: Yes/ No

Please circle or tick √ the appropriate response & elaborate if required:
History of Falls: Yes /No. If Yes give details:



BMI: _________________

77-101 kgs (12-16 stone)

Consent for assessment: Yes/No. Date: _____________________
Client Considerations:

51-76 kgs (8-12 stone)

Height:  Tall  Medium  Short

Weight (estimated or actual): _______________  <50 kgs (<8 stone) 

Client Name ___________________ DOB: ________

Does the Client require assistance with Moving and Handling: Yes/No. If independent no further action required.

Moving and Handling Risk Assessment

Figure 2. Moving and handling risk assessment
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The results of these assessments are finally considered when drawing up the individuals care plan. The moving
and handling careplan section should detail all of the moving and handling tasks that are required in order to
care for the individual (Figure 3). For each task there are guidance points for the staff, for example how many
staff should assist the individual to perform the activity, what aids may be used etc.
Figure 3. Moving and Handling Careplan

Moving and Handling Careplan
Client Name: ______________________________
Date of Birth: ________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________
Client/Carer Consent to implement care plan  Yes  No
Client Moving and Handling Risk Level:

 High  Medium  Low as per moving and handling risk assessment

Are there any special considerations about this patient?  No  Yes if Yes please detail briefly

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Activity

No of Carers/ Equipment/ Client Action/ Comments

Consider use of

 hoist

Repositioning/Sitting
Forward

 sliding sheets  lifting pole

Getting in/out of bed

Consider use of

 Profiling bed

 hoist  rope ladder

Sitting to standing

Consider use of

 hoist

 standing hoist

Walking/Stairs

Consider use of

 rollator  zimmer frame  crutches  walking stick

Toileting

Consider use of

 commode  toilet riser/frame

Bathing/Showering

Consider use of
Advise re use of

 hoist  shower chair
 wheelchair  rollerboard  transfer board

Hoist

Name:

Sling Types:
Size
Date:

Contact(s) details 
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Type:
Loops:

Name of Assessor(s):

Signature(s):

Often in practice, there is a level of unpredictability about handling tasks that we perform, especially in the
healthcare setting. In order to help staff to consider this effectively the dynamic risk assessment approach
TILE, will help.

Task

Referring to the task to be completed: Frequency, duration, rest periods, fixed
work rates, involves twisting, sudden movements likely etc.

Individual

Referring to the staff member: Physical suitability to carry out the task,
suitable clothing and footwear, knowledge of how to perform the task,
pregnant, injury etc. Several individuals necessary.

Load

Referring to the inanimate load: Weight, size, bulk, difficulty to grasp, sharp
edges etc.
Referring to the person in care: Falls history, pain, lines, infection, skin
condition, physical ability, weight bearing capacity, movement aids,
communication ability, sensory impairment, cognitive impairment etc.

Environment

Referring to the context in which the task is to take place: Space restrictions,
floor surfaces, trip hazards, stairs, lighting, other people etc.

In conducting all risk assessments we should aim to resolve the safest, most ergonomic method of performing
the required task. As noted earlier, the law encourages us to avoid handling tasks as a first priority. If however
manual handling is unavoidable, through risk assessment we will have done our upmost to ensure that we
are continuing in the safest possible manner.
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In 2003 the UK Health and Safety Executive1 published guidelines for staff involved in manual handling
practices. The guidelines take the form of eleven principles of handling:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Think before you lift;
Keep the load close to your waist;
Adopt a stable position;
Ensure a good hold on the load;
At the start of the lift, moderate flexion (slight bending) of the back, hips and knees is
preferable to fully flexing the back (stooping) or the hips and knees (squatting);
Don’t flex your spine any further as you lift;
Avoid twisting the trunk or leaning sideways, especially while the back is bent;
Keep your head up when handling;
Move smoothly;
Don’t lift more than you can easily manage;
Put down then adjust.

In detail, these provide us with instructions on how we should approach all manual handling and are adaptable
to any given manual handling task. They provide us with a useful template to help us review how we are
performing tasks currently and should help us to improve our practices over time.
Finally all of this can be difficult to recall effectively in the hustle and bustle of our workplace. Our principles
of handling are short in order to help you remember them all of the time, so distilled, our three principles of
handling as you go about your daily work are:

Think!
Stabilise your core
Move using legs and arms
We hope you find this information useful in taking care of the health of your back. Feel free to give us
feedback at www.healthco.ie

1. Graveling, R., Melrose, A., and Hansen, M. 2003. The Principles of Good Manual Handling. Achieveing a
Consensus. Health and Safety Executive. Available at: http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr097.pdf
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MY NOTES
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SAFE MOVING AND
HANDLING TECHNIQUES
TASK A: STANDING & SITTING THE CLIENT
Injuries to both carers and clients, often happen when a client is helped to stand from a
seated position because:
• The carer lifts the client to a standing position and supports them to remain standing
• The client can’t stay upright and collapses back with the carer attempting to hold them up.
While developing the TILE client profile it is essential to be clear about what the statement
‘the client can stand means’. Does it mean the client is fully independent and can stand
without help – or does it mean they need help to stand from a seated position and can
then remain standing without help? All client handling tasks must be clearly documented to
prevent confusion for carers.
The TILE client profile should have information about the clients current capability to:
•Transfer and bear weight
•Help with client handling tasks
•Tolerate basic activity
•Balance and be stable
Before helping the client check:
Is the client willing to stand – and physically able to stand? (You may need to check the
client’s capabilities with others who have been involved in the client’s care and rehabilitation).
Does the client use a walking aid or prosthetic device? (Make sure they have any mobility aids
they need – but do not use mobility aids as a device for the client to pull themselves up into
a standing position.
Is the client’s footwear non-slip and securely fitted?
Is the space clear where the client is going to stand?
Seating
Standing from a chair is easier if the seat dimensions suit the client. The correct seat height
and depth allow the client to sit with their feet flat on the floor. The armrests should ideally
be positioned forward of their seat. This encourages the clients to bring their weight forward,
making it easier to stand by bringing their centre of gravity over their base of support (their
feet).
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Technique A1: Independent Sit to Stand
(Only suitable if the client can manage all of the steps)
Steps:
– Ask the client to put their hands on the armrests of the chair, or the firm
surface of the furniture on which they are sitting.
– Ask the client to put their feet flat on the floor – feet should be shoulder
width apart and one slightly in front of the other.
– Ask the client to lean forward slightly and move their seating position
forward on the seat.
– Ask the client to lean forward whilst still sitting so their upper body is over the top of their
feet. The client can gently rock to build up momentum to help them stand.
– The client pushes themselves up to a standing position using the armrest or the surface on
which they are sitting.

Technique A2: Sit to Stand with One or Two Carers
Steps: This technique uses the same steps as in technique A1 but carers should also:
– Stand to the side of the chair and face the same way as the client (in the direction of the
transfer).
– Bend their knees and hips slightly – feet should be shoulder width apart, with the outside
leg oriented forward in the direction of the transfer.
– Put their outside palm on the front of the clients inside shoulder to help right the trunk and
stabilise the client.
– Put their inside palm at the base of the clients spine to help them bring their upper body
over their feet to get ready for the move.
– Stay as close as possible to the client throughout the transfer, so that the clients centre of
gravity stays as close as possible to their own centre of gravity.
– If performing a standing transfer from the edge of the bed, carers sit beside the client at the
start of the transfer.
The lead carer should ensure everyone is ready to proceed with the manoeuvre and use a
suitable command to ensure the manoeuvre proceeds smoothly. The carer transfers weight
from their back leg onto their front leg.
MY NOTES
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Technique A3: Sit to Stand with a Stand Hoist
A stand hoist is only suitable if the client can:
•W
 eight bear through both legs (but has difficulty trying to stand and needs
extra help).
• F ollow simple commands
•C
 o-operate and understands how the stand hoist will enable them to stand
•B
 alance and control their upper body
• P lace their feet on the footplates, rest their knees against the knee pads
and grasp the handholds or frame of the hoist.
The client should also have sufficient range of motion in upper limbs (to hold onto the
hoist) and lower limbs (to enable them to move from a sitting to standing position).
Steps:
– Explain to the client how the stand hoist will help them to stand – and preferably demonstrate
how it works (this will also help reassure them that it is safe).
– Place the sling well down the clients back so that it does not cause discomfort under their
armpits when the standhoist is raised. If the sling moves up, different equipment may be
needed – see note below.
– Wheel the stand hoist into position, take the brakes off and adjust the legs to fit around the
furniture. Put on the brakes.
– Position the hoists ‘arms’ so that they are level with the seated clients sternum.
– Ask the client to put their feet on the footplates, brace their knees against the kneepads and
grasp the handholds or frame of the stand hoist.
–If the hoists kneepads are adjustable, adjust them to suit the client (top of kneepads should
be in line with top of clients knees in sitting).
– Attach the sling to the stand hoist.
– Raise the stand hoist.
– Lower the stand hoist once the client is positioned over the seating surface.
Note: If the sling is properly positioned and still moves up when the stand hoist is raised,
it indicates that the client does not have the strength to hold themselves up in a standing
position. This technique should not be used – use a full hoist instead. There are also riser
chairs and seat units which can tilt (and in some cases lift) to help the client stand up. An
occupational therapist can provide information regarding such equipment.
MY NOTES
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Technique A4: Independent Stand to Sit
Steps:
– Check the client can feel the edge of the seat or bed on the back of one leg or knee.
– If the client is sitting on a bed before lying down, ensure they sit near the head of the bed
so they don’t have to be repositioned after they lie down.
– Ask the client to reach behind and take hold of the armrests or feel for the firm surface of
the furniture on which they are about to site.
– Ask the client to lean forward and, at the same time, bend at the knees and hips to lower
themselves onto furniture.
Note: All movements should be slow and controlled by the client. You should discourage them
from collapsing back onto the furniture from a height.

Technique A5: Stand to sit with one or two carers

Steps:
This technique uses the same steps outlined in Technique 5.1.4 but in addition carer(s) should:
– Stand to the side and if possible behind the standing client.
– Put their outside palm on the front of the client’s shoulder (carers may also use a palm grip
if appropriate).
– Put their inside palm on the client’s outside hip or lower back.
– Ask the client to reach behind to support themselves with both hands on the armrests or
firm furniture surface.
– The lead carer should say “Prepare to sit and sit”, then lead and coach the client through the
transfer. The carer(s) transfer weight from their front leg onto their back leg.
– If performing a stand to sit from the edge of the bed, the carer(s) sit beside the client at the
end of the transfer.
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Another variation of this technique is:
– Both carers stand to the side of the client and facing the client.
– They place one leg forward and the other backward of their client in a step stance.
Both knees are slightly bent.
The carers place the hand that is closest to themselves across the front of the client’s hip and
gently pulls forward the client’s shoulder. This encourages them to bend in the middle and sit
down. This can be done with one or two carers. The carer transfers weight from their back leg
onto their front leg.
Note: If the client is being sat on a bed so they can lie down, but cant do this independently,
you will need to use a profiling bed or client handling equipment. The client may find a leg
lifter useful to transfer their legs onto the bed.

TASK B: WALKING WITH THE CLIENT
It is essential to consider the condition of the client each time they are supervised or assisted
to walk. Some days the client may be able to walk independently and the next they may feel
weak or unsteady on their feet. The TILE client profile must take into account the fluctuating
nature of the client’s condition. For example, some clients may need their medication to take
effect before they can walk safely and independently.
Before helping the client to walk, check:
• Is the client physically able to walk?
•C
 an they weight-bear and step effectively through? You may need to check with others who
have been involved with the client’s care rehabilitation.
• Is the client able to co-operate and understand what is expected?
• Is the client wearing appropriate footwear? Both the client and carer should wear flat,
supportive, non-slip footwear.
• Is the walking pathway clear? Especially important if, for example, the client has to walk
with a portable IV pole.
• Is the facility to which the client is walking. such as the toilet or shower, available? This is
especially important if the client has limited walking tolerance.
• Is there plenty of time so the client is not rushed, or does not feel they are being rushed?
For instance, make sure there is plenty of time to reach the toilet.
• Is the client disorientated or tired? Some clients may be disorientated, especially at night.
If you’re helping a client who has been wandering, remember they may be fatigued and at
more risk of falling.
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•D
 oes the client use a walking aid – and is it appropriately adjusted for them? For instance a
walking frame “borrowed” from another client may not be the right height, may have wheels
that move the frame too rapidly for the client. Are there adequate opportunities for the
client to rest during the walk? For instance, are there seats the client can use along the way?

Technique B1: Independent walking with or without mobility aids.
If the client is able to walk, the aim is to help them regain their confidence. You can help them
walk independently with verbal prompts such as “Feet further apart”, “Bigger steps” etc.
Steps if a mobility aid is required:
– Select the right mobility aid – the aim is to select one that encourages maximum independence.
If you are not sure which is the right aid you may need to consult a physiotherapist.
– Adjust the mobility aid to the right height for the client – if you are not sure of the right
height, or how to adjust it, consult a physiotherapist.
– Make sure the walking aid is beside the client before they stand up.
– Coach the client – once the client is standing and has their balance, position the mobility
aid and coach them to walk.
Note: There are a number of mechanical aids which can help the client walk.
It is essential to follow the manufacturer’s instructions and adjust the aid to meet the
client’s requirements.

Technique B2: Assisted walking with one or two carers
– Position yourself close, behind and slightly to the side of the client to avoid extended reach.
– Place your inside palm on the client’s outside hip or lower back.
– Place your outside palm on the client’s inside shoulder, or support their arm, elbow or use
a palmer hand support.
– Your position will guide and reassure the client.
Note: If the client requires more help than this, do a reassessment and consider the need for
a mobility aid.

TASK C: REPOSITIONING THE CLIENT IN A CHAIR
If the client repeatedly slips in a chair you should consider having the person’s seating assessed
by an Occupational therapist.
Options that may be considered include:
•A
 chair with a base that slopes backwards, (this option alone can increase the risk of pressure
ulcers and must be carefully assessed) or a chair that tilts backwards, like a recliner (Recliners
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are not a suitable option unless used in conjunction with the ramped seating. They are
generally unsuitable as they can affect the person’s ability to interact with their environment
and can affect swallowing) or tilt in a space wheelchair. (This is the best option to support
a client but must be carefully assessed with the regard to their ability to mobilize, transport
and suitable pressure relief).
•A
 wedge to raise the front edge of the seat base, so the seat base slopes backwards (this
increases pressure on the ischial tuberoscites and must be carefully assessed to ensure the
person’s risk of pressure ulcers is not increase).
•A
 one-way slidesheet – providing a careful assessment is done first. If a one-way slidesheet
is used, the client must be well supported to prevent pressure ulcers. Please note sheepskin
slidesheets do not relieve pressure, but some other types of slidesheets have gel packs and
air cells that may help. Very careful assessment is required, may be suitable if the person
has never required pressure relief but only for short periods as the risk of shear pressure is
extremely high.
• If the client is using a specialised cushion then that needs to be checked for the correct use,
i.e. it could be placed in the chair upside down or back to front causing the client to slip.
Preventing falls
If the client slips forward in a chair they may be at risk of falling to the floor.
Here are some risk factors to check for:
•D
 oes the client have sufficient balance or trunk control to sit unsupported?
• Is the client wearing slippery clothes?
• Is the seat surface slippery – or does the seat slope forwards?
•H
 as the client been sitting for too long? They may be trying to move because they are
uncomfortable.
• Is the chair suitable for the client? It may not be a suitable depth, size or shape.
•A
 re the client’s feet supported? Feet should reach the floor or be supported by footrests.
• If a hoist was used, was the client positioned well back in the chair?

Technique C1: Independent repositioning in a chair
The base of the client spine (coccyx) needs to be on a seat before this technique is attempted.
If not, consider using an aid e.g. hoists.
Steps:
– The carer places their feet in front of the client’s feet to stop them sliding forward.
Ask the client:
– Put their feet flat on the floor – their feet should be apart.
– Stand up and sit back down with their bottom as far back into the seat as possible, or shuffle
their bottom back into the seat by pushing back using the armrests and their feet
– This won’t work if the chair is too high for the client to get their feet firmly on the ground.
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Technique C2: One carer repositioning the client in a chair
The following technique may be used to move the seated client forward or backward in their
chair. This technique is not suitable for clients with painful knee or hip joints.
Steps:
– Kneel, crouch or squat in front of the seated client.
– Ask the client to lean to one side and hip hitch backwards or forwards, lifting one buttock
at a time and using the armrests for support.
– Place your open palm on the side of the buttock that the client is “lifting” and your other
hand on the knee on the same side of the client’s body to help guide the movement.
– Repeat on the client’s other side until they are positioned comfortably in the chair.
Caution – You must try to support or lift the client’s weight – and you must take care not
to bend forward or twist your spine while helping the client.

Technique C3: Repositioning the client in a chair using a hoist
You can use mobile hoist or a mobile standing hoist to reposition the client in their chair.
The number of carers required for this technique will always be identified in the client’s
moving and handling assessment care plan. Always check the manufacturer’s instructions
before using equipment.
Steps:
1. Position the hoist and adjust the legs to fit around furniture.
2. Lower the boom over the client’s sternum
3. Fit the shoulder straps on the shortest position and the leg straps on the longest position
– this may vary depending on the client’s size and how upright they can sit.
4. Raise the hoist so the client can be moved into the chair.
5. Lower the hoist and at the same time guide the client into a comfortable position by
standing behind the chair and using the handles on the sling (if available), or standing in
front or to the side of the client and pushing against their knees. If the hoist has a tilting
spreader bar, adjust it to tilt the client into an upright postion before you lower them into
the chair.
6. Detach the sling from the hoist – and remove the sling.
Note: Make sure the client is sitting upright in the sling to eliminate, or reduce the need
for, further repositioning. If the client has a tilt in space chair, use these features to assist
with positioning of the sling.
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Technique C4: Repositioning the client in a chair using a slidesheet
Caution – This technique is not suitable for clients with a painful knee or hip joints. This
technique requires two or three carers. One kneels or squats in front of the client for the
whole move, to stop them slipping forwards. The other/s performs the technique.
With two carers:
– One carer kneels or squats on front of the client while the other one rolls up half the
slidesheet – the rolled half goes under the client’s bottom (only required on the sacrum, not
needed under the whole bottom).
– Ask the client to lean to one side, lifting their buttock so you can put the rolled half of
the slidesheet under them. Ask them to lean the other way, lifting their other buttock, so
you can unroll the slidesheet from the other side of the chair. The slidesheet should be
positioned so that it can slide forwards and backwards on the chair.
– Ask the client to lean forward and push back in the seat using their feet and pushing on the
armrests.
– Remove the slidesheet straight away to stop the client slipping forward again – see note
below.
– You may also provide additional assistance to the client by using a pillow or cushion and
placing it on their knees (between you and client). In a full kneel upright position transfer
your weight forward by pulling on the legs of the chair.
– The client will slide back on the sliding sheet. The person kneeling in front can help by
applying gentle pressure through the client’s knees while the client is pushing backwards.

TASK D: ROLLING THE CLIENT IN BED
All the client handling tasks on the bed must be performed with the bed positioned to the
correct working height. Always roll the client towards you. Direct the roll with your hands
on the client’s outside shoulder and hip if legs are lying flat and knee if the client’s knee is
up – these are the key points of contact. The carer puts their knee on the bed, making sure
their other foot stays on the ground. This prevents the carer from using an extended reach or
bending too far forward for the roll transfer.
Slidesheets make repeated rolling easier
Slidesheets are useful for rolling the client several times during one task, such as a bed bath.
They reduce friction so less force is needed to roll the client. Slidesheets are for temporary use
and must not be left under the client as they are usually nylon and can make the client sweat,
which may lead to skin breakdown and pressure sores. If a client must be frequently turned
and you need something that can be left in place, you can use a padded roll sheet instead. This
is made of low-friction material and can be permanently positioned between the mattress
and the bottom sheet.
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Before rolling the client, check:
What is the client’s condition? Consider extra measures if they:
•A
 re confused, agitated or un-cooperative
• Have multiple injuries or pathology
• Are attached to medical equipment
• Have a frail shoulder, hip or knee joints
• Are obese
•H
 ave they had recent hip surgery? If so, can the client be rolled or does the hip joint need
to be immobilized with strategically placed pillows (Follow post-operative protocol)
Slidesheets are practical and effective
A slidesheet makes rolling a client easier. In combination, Technique D4, which helps the
rolled client stay in the centre of the bed, it can reduce the number of handling operations
as well.

Technique D1: Independent rolling

Steps:
– Encourage the client to roll using verbal prompts.
Ask them to:
– Turn their head in the direction of the roll.
– Move their inside arm out from the side of their body, or place it across their foot in the
direction of the roll.
– If they can’t flex their knee/s they can cross their legs at ankle level.
– If they can’t push off with their foot, they can position their knee/s in the direction of the
roll.
– Put their outside arm across their chest in the direction of the roll, so they’re ready to reach
over or hold on the edge of the new mattress.
– Roll over by pushing with their outside foot, while reaching across their body or holding on
to the mattress with their outside hand.
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Technique D2: Independent rolling with equipment

Steps:
– Encourage the client to roll using verbal prompts.
Ask them to:
– Turn their head in the direction of the roll.
– Move their inside arm out from the side of their body, or lift it above shoulder height and
rest it on the pillow, or place it across their chest to stop them rolling onto it.
– Flex their outside knee (or both knees) so they’re ready to push off with their foot in the
direction of the roll.
– If they can’t flex their knee/s they can cross their legs at ankle level.
– If they can’t push off with their foot, they can position their knees in the direction of the
roll.
– Put their outside arm across their chest their chest ready to reach over to take hold of a bed
lever or grab rail.
– Roll over by pushing off with their outside foot and pulling on the equipment with their
outside hand.

Technique D3: Rolling the client with one carer

Steps:
– Adjust the bed to the correct working height.
– Stand on the side of the bed towards which the client will roll.
– Ask the client to turn their head in the direction of the roll.
– Ask the client to position their inside arm out from the sides of their body, or lift it above
their shoulder and rest it on the pillow, or put it across their chest to stop them rolling onto
it.
– Ask the client to flex their outside knee so they’re ready to push off with their foot in the
direction of the roll. If the client can’t push off with their foot, position their knee/s in the
direction of the roll if the client can’t flex their knee/s, cross their legs at ankle level.
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– Ask the client to position their outside arm across their chest ready for the roll.
– Put your knee on the bed so you can perform the technique safely – this helps prevent you
from using an extended reach or bending too far forward.
– Place one open palm behind the client’s shoulder blade and the other on their bent knee
(forearm can be placed along the length of the clients leg from knee to hip) which then
leaves the handlers hand to be place on the hip.
– Give the command “Prepare to Roll and Roll” so the client can hear and assist if possible.
– If you have your knee on the bed, transfer your weight backwards and remove your knee
from the bed in one co-ordinated movement on the command “roll”.
– Roll the client towards you.
This technique can also be performed in a standing position ( where it is not possible for the
carer to place their knee on the bed). In the position the carer will adopt a step stance (one
foot forward) and will transfer their weight from their forward leg onto their backward leg).
Do you need extra help?
If you decide the client should be pushed from behind to roll, you’ll need help from another
carer.
– Get the client ready (steps 1-8).
– The second carer place their open palms behind the client’s top shoulder and hip.
– The first carer rolls the client towards them, while the second carer pushes the client in the
direction of the roll.
– Both carers will have one knee on the bed and the other on the floor – you both remove
your knees on the “roll” command.

Technique D4: Rolling the client with two carers using a slidesheet
This is the only technique that helps the rolled client stay in the centre of the bed. The
technique uses two carers. The lead carer uses the slidesheet to roll the client away from
them.
To position the client:
– Get client to turn their head in the direction of the roll.
– Get them to position their inside arm out from the side of their body, or lift it above their
shoulder and rest it on the pillow, or place it across their chest so they don’t roll onto it.
– Ask/help the client to bend their outside knee (or both knees) ready to push off with their
foot in the direction of the roll. If they can’t flex their knee, cross their legs at ankle level. If
they can’t push off with their foot, position the knee in the direction of the roll.
– Place the client’s outside arm across their chest ready for the roll.
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To position the slidesheet:
– Carers stand on either side of the bed
– Adjust the bed to a working height – allowing carers to place one knee on the bed.
(i) Position the client, roll them so the slidesheet can be put in place – the lead carer positions
the slidesheet, the other puts their open palms behind the client’s shoulder and hip (the
slidesheet can also be inserted with client supine).
– Gather half the slidesheet in folds behind the rolled client, roll the client back onto their
back, and straighten the slidesheet out (starting from the bottom of the body first).
(ii) Repeatedly fold the pair of sheets in lengths of approximately 1 foot long. Slide under
client’s pillow towards their shoulders. Unravel the folded sheet from underneath the
client towards their legs until sheet is totally unfolded.
To slide with slidesheet:
– In order to re-position client so that they are in the centre of the bed it will require sliding
the supine client across the bed before rolling them on their side into the centre of the bed.
– Once positioned on the slidesheet the carers are positioned on either side of the bed.
– One carer (the person pulling) takes the handles of the slidesheet at the hip and shoulder,
ensuring that they gather up any ‘slack’ (excess material).
– The second handler will be pushing and places their hands on the hip and shoulder (not on
the slidesheet)
– Both handlers adopt the ‘push-pull’ stance.
– The handler pushing delivers the command and with the weight on their back leg transfers
their weight forward onto their front leg (initiating the force).
– The handler pulling has their weight on their forward flexed leg and transfers weight back
onto their back straight leg.
– With this push pull technique the client is transferred across the bed and is prepared for
rolling into the centre of the bed.
To roll with the slidesheet:
– Once the slidesheet is in place, reposition the client so they are ready to roll.
– The lead carer grasps the top layer of the slidesheet and with their knee on the bed, transfers
their weight backwards and either takes their knee off the bed or keeps it in position on the
bed. (The bed is down at a low height to facilitate the handler in placing knee on bed).
– The lead carer gives the “prepare to roll and roll” command clearly so the client can hear
and assist if possible.
– On the “roll” command, the lead carer smoothly pulls on the slidesheet, pulling back (using
push pull technique and transferring weight from front leg on bed to back leg on ground.
This rolls the client away from them.
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To remove the slidesheet:
Reach under the client (using their natural body hollows) and firmly grasp the top layer of the
far edge of the slidesheet down at the feet. Gently pull the slidesheet out – the pull should be
in line with the bed not upwards (or the client may accidentally move). If the slidesheet gets
stuck reach underneath the client, find another part of the slidesheet and gently pull again –
or roll the client so you can remove it.

TASK E: SITTING THE CLIENT UP IN BED
It is difficult for most able-bodied people to sit straight up from lying down if their legs are
extended in front of them. The upper body represents approximately 68% of the entire body
weight and hip flexors and abdominal muscles need to be very strong to sit up from this
position. There are mechanical and non-mechanical aids that can help the client sit up in bed
(see the Equipment section).

Technique E1: Independent sitting up in bed
Steps:
Ask the client to:
– Bend at the hips and knees.
– Roll onto their side by turning their head in the direction of the roll, placing their outside
arm across their chest and rotating their bent knees over in the direction of the roll.
– Push themselves up into a side-sitting position using their arms.
– Straighten up from the side-sitting position by pushing their elbows and/or arms.
– When sitting, position their arms behind their back to prop themselves up.
– Shuffle (or ‘hip hitch’) their bottom up the bed until they find a comfortable sitting position.

Technique E2: Equipment to help the client sit up in bed
Mechanical beds and lifters
You can eliminate the need for handling to sit clients up in bed with mechanical profiling
beds, mattress elevators or pillow lifters. These items sit up with the push of a button.
Non-mechanical aids
Non-mechanical aids include rails, bed levers and rope ladders:
•B
 ed levers and rails provide a stable lever the client can use to help them sit up. They can sit
up with their legs straight – or if they don’t have enough abdominal strength for this, they
can also use Technique E1 with the equipment.
•W
 ith a rope ladder the client ‘walks’ up the rungs to help them sit. The ladder is ideal for
some clients, but can be difficult for clients with weak upper limbs and abdominal muscles.
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Hoists to help the client sit up
Steps:
If you use a hoist to sit clients up:
– Select the right sling for the client and the task, eg. Mesh sling for bathing, refer to the
client’s moving and handling assessment care plan.
– Put the client into position so they can be rolled onto the sling (as above).
– Gather up half the sling lengthwise behind them – the rolled-up bit is next to the body.
– Roll them back the other way, so now they’re on one half of the sling.
– Unroll the rest of the sling and roll the client back onto their back.
– Adjust leg pieces.
– The sling is now ready for hoisting.
– Position the hoist over the bed and lower it so the spreader bar is just above the client’s
chest. Put on the brakes if necessary.
– Attach the shoulder straps on the shortest position and the legs straps on the longest
position (this may vary depending on the client’s size and how upright they can sit. Refer to
the client’s moving and handling assessment care plan).
– Raise the hoist to sit the client up.

Technique E3: Sitting the client up with two carers

The head and trunk of the client make up about 68% of the client’s entire body weight.
Performing this technique with most clients is high risk and will exceed acceptable weight
limits. The best option is to eliminate the task. Best practice is to use an electric profiling bed
that brings the head of the bed into an upright position.
Steps:
– The carers stand on either side of the bed facing the client
– The lead carer asks the client to flex their knees. A pillow can be used to support this position.
– Each carer kneels with their inside knee on the bed at the client’s hip level (with their hips
at right angles to their foot) – with their other foot on the floor, and their outside arm on
the bed
– Both carers place their inside arm behind the client’s shoulder using the palm of their hand.
– Ask the client to cross their arms over their chest and tuck their chin in (against their chest)
– The client can also assist if possible by placing their hands on the base of their back and
pushing off with their hands or fists when the move is in progress.
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– The lead carer commands “Prepare to sit and sit”
– Both carers sit back on their heels while firmly holding the client’s shoulder – this sits the
client up.

Technique E4: Sitting the client up with two carers
(smaller handler consideration)
Steps:
This technique has been designed for the smaller handler. It places them in a more suitable
stable starting position. It can be used in combination with the above technique particularly
if it is difficult for two handlers or different heights to achieve a bed height that is suitable
for both.
– The smaller carer/s stands facing the end of the bed (facing the same direction as the client).
– They place their inside knee on the bed at the persons shoulder in a kneel position. Their
hips are at right angles to their feet. Their outside leg is on the ground (knee is flexed and
positioned at the clients shoulder level or slightly in front)
– The carer places their inside hand on the back of the client’s shoulder and their outside arm
on the bed (to support their weight).
– The carer leans forward.
– Ask the client to cross their arms over their chest and tuck their chin in.
– The lead carer gives the command “Prepare to sit and sit” and on the command of sit the
smaller carer sits up and forwards onto their stabilizing outside arm and leg.

TASK F: MOVING THE CLIENT IN BED
There are a number of ways to help eliminate or reduce client handling on the bed.
Here are some things to consider:
•D
 iscourage clients from wearing nightwear made of slippery material, such as satin and
nylon, because it can mean the client will have to be frequently repositioned
• Ask the client to sit well up in the bed, to avoid the need for the repositioning once they lie
down
• P osition the client carefully to avoid the need for the frequent handling. Use pillows to
support and prop the client and to help stop them becoming uncomfortable
• E ncourage the client to move up the bed by ‘hip hitching’
• P rofiling beds can eliminate client handling because they can be adjusted at the push of a
button, or by winding a handle
• Slidesheets reduce friction so less force is needed to move someone in bed. But any part of
the body which is to move must be on the slidesheet, or it will stop the slide
•O
 ne-way slidesheets can reduce handling because they only allow movement in one
direction. For instance, they can help someone sit up, then prevent them slipping down.
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Caution – clients can’t easily shift their weight on a one-way slidesheet, which can lead to
skin pressure problems. It is very important to assess the client’s skin integrity before use.
Hip hitching
With hip hitching, the client ‘walks’ up the bed on their buttocks. They gently rock to one side,
lifting the other buttock and moving it up in the bed – then they repeat the action on their
other side. This technique is especially useful for people who can’t easily weightbear on their
arms.

Technique F1: Independent movement up the bed
Caution – This technique is only suitable for client with adequate upper limb strength and
trunk stability.
Steps:
– Ask the client to sit up in bed using Technique E1
– Ask them to make their hands into closed fists and put their fists just behind their hips.
– Ask them to bend their knees and dig their heels into the bed ready to push themselves up
the bed
– Ask them to push themselves up by pushing though their heels and fists at the same time,
to lift and move their bottom up the bed.

Technique F2: Independent movement in bed using equipment
Slidesheets and hand blocks may help the client move up the bed independently.
Using a slidesheet:
The client can be lying down or sitting up for this technique
– Ask the client to ‘bridge’ by pushing their hips off the bed (in lying or sitting allowing carer
to place sliding sheet)
– Position the slidesheet
– If the client can’t ‘bridge’, use rolling Technique D4 (i) or (ii) to insert slidesheets
– Make sure the client’s whole body, except their feet, is on the slidesheet
– Ask the client to bend their knees and dig their heels into the bed ready for pushing
– Hold their ankles so their feet can’t move as they push
– Ask the client to push themselves, using their feet and legs, up the bed – the slidesheet helps
them move
– Remove the slidesheet
Using hand blocks
The client sits for this transfer. It is the same as Technique F1, but the client uses hand blocks
to gain leverage instead of closed fists.
– The blocks should be positioned just behind the client’s hips. Using a slidesheet may also
help.
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Technique F3: Two carers move the sitting client up the bed
– Check the weight limit for the bed to make sure it can safely take the weight of the client
and carers.
– The technique uses a slidesheet. You may need more than one slidesheet for the transfer.
– Before you start, clear the bed of pillows or bedding that could restrict the slide.
– Carers stand each side of the bed, facing the foot of the bed, and place their inside knees
on the bed
– Your knee must be under the slidesheet, with your knee and ankle aligned and outside foot
on the floor
– Lean forward
– With your inside arm place your hand on the client’s forearm (ask client to grasp one arm
with the other hand) (through – arm grip)
– In the event that the client has delicate skin etc. You can use palm on palm grip as an option.
If using the palmer grip, the inside hand grasps the top layer of the slide sheet. Ensure that
you document your chosen grip choice
– The hand is further away from the client’s body is used to grasp the top layer of the slidesheet
close to the client’s hip and pull it taut (leave no slack). The lead carer gives the “Prepare to
slide and slide” command
– On the “slide” command, both carers sit back together while firmly holding the slidesheet –
This slides the client up. Repeat steps if required
– Remove the slidesheet straight away to stop the client sliding back down – see note below.
Note: if the client cannot ‘bridge’ use Technique D4 (i) or (ii) to insert the slidesheet.

Technique F4: Two carers move the lying client up the bed
– With handlers facing each other and side stepping to transfer weight as they move client up
the bed. The weight is placed on the leg furthest from the head of the bed (When transferring
up the bed). Weight is then transferred on the lead leg (leg closest to the head of bed).
– Handlers place their hands on the straps of the sliding sheet approximately at hip and
shoulder of client. Arms are kept in close to the body.
– On the command of “prepare to slide and slide” handlers transfer weight whilst grasping
sliding sheet and client is transferred up bed.
– Under no circumstances should handler move person beyond their lead hand (placed at the
shoulder), this will help avoid any lateral flexing of the lower back.

TASK G: SITTING THE CLIENT TO THE EDGE OF THE BED
Before moving the client check:
•W
 ill the client’s feet be able to reach the floor? Does the air alternating mattress need to
be firmed up?
• Is the client able to sit up – do they have enough strength and sitting balance?
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•C
 an they use their arms to help push or pull themselves up, perhaps with a bed lever?
•A
 re they co-operative and can they follow simple commands?
•C
 an they sit up safely – will it interfere with medical equipment such as IVs and catheters?

Technique G1: Independent sitting to the edge of the bed
Before starting, adjust the bed if possible, so the client’s feet can touch the floor when they’re
sitting. Steps:
Ask the client to:
– Bend their knees and put their outside arm across their chest
– Roll onto their side by turning their head and rotating their flexed knees in the direction of
the roll
– Push their feet towards the edge of the bed
– Push themselves up into a side-sitting position by using their arms and put their legs over
the side at the same time
Equipment:
•A
 slidesheet could help the client move their feet to the edge of the bed at step 3
•A
 bed lever could help them push themselves up to sitting at step 4.

Technique G2: One or two carers sit the client to the edge of the bed
Caution – For this technique the client must have the strength to push most of their weight
up. You must not take the bulk of their weight – or hold their legs to lower them to the ground.
Steps:
– Adjust the bed to the correct working height for carers.
– Ask the client to roll onto their side and push their feet to the near edge of the bed.
– The lead carer stands next to the bed at the client’s chest level, with feet shoulder distance
apart and hands resting on client’s shoulder and pelvis.
– Ask the client to sit using technique G1.
– At the same time the lead carer helps guide the transfer by pushing down through the
client’s upper hip.
– If there is a second carer, they can help the client bring their legs over the edge of the bed
if required.
Note: a slidesheet can be useful with this technique. It can be used to help the client move
their feet to the edge of the bed, and to bring their feet over the edge of the bed.

TASK H: SITTING TO SITTING TRANSFERS
Before moving client, check:
•D
 oes the client have enough strength and sitting/standing balance for the transfer?
•D
 o they have enough muscle control for the entire task, for example to get into the start
position and then to shuffle from one surface to another?
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•C
 an the use of equipment, for example a riser chair, grab rails or a standing frame around a
chair, help the client and minimise the risk?
•C
 an the furniture or equipment be better positioned or adjusted to minimise the risks, for
example removing or lowering armrests so a transfer board can be used?
The positioning of chairs, commodes and wheelchairs is important. Seating surfaces should
be close together and at the right height for the client – low chairs are hard to stand up from.

Technique H1: Independent transfer
Generally the client should lead from their stronger side, if they have one (for instance if a
stroke has affected one side).
Steps:
– Make sure the item to which the client is moving, is close by then ask the client to:
– Position themselves with their arms on the armrests and their feet flat on the floor, shoulder
distance apart
– Lean forward in the chair and shuffle their bottom to the edge of the seat
– Lean forward slightly
– Put their leading foot in the direction they’re going
– Reach over and take the far arm of the other chair with their leading arm
– Push up through their arms and legs, then shuffle across or step around to sit in the other
chair.

Technique H2: Transfer with the help of one or two carers
Caution – this technique should only be used if the client can step independently from one
seat to another. The carer must stay upright the whole time.
Steps:
– Position the furniture so the carer can be at the client’s side the whole time
– Make sure the item to which the client is moving is close by If using a wheelchair, the brakes
should be on and the footplates removed
– Help the client stand up using Technique A1 or A2
– Pause to allow the client using Technique B1 or B2
– Seat the client using Technique A4 or A5
Transferring to a toilet or commode?
You need to consider how the client’s clothes will be adjusted for toileting before you start the
transfer. For instance, you might ask the client to support themselves, using toilet handrails or
commode armrests, so your hands are free to adjust their clothing. However, if the client can’t
support themselves with rails or armrests, you may need to consider using another technique.
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Technique H3: Transfer with the help of one carer using equipment:
Before starting, check:
•A
 re seat surfaces a similar height? Using a transfer board is unsafe if the difference is large.
If the differences are small you can use no-slip matting (such as Dycern) to stop the transfer
board moving, but transfer uphill is difficult and you may need another technique
• Are seat surfaces close enough? The transfer board must bridge the gap comfortably
•A
 re you using a wheelchair? You will need to swing away or remove the footrests. The
armrests may need to be removed. Refer to the client’s moving and handling assessment
care plan.
•W
 ould a turntable help? Using a turntable under the client’s feet can help ensure the client’s
feet and legs move in the direction of the transfer
Caution – If the transfer can’t be carried out with one carer described here, a hoist should be
used.
This technique uses a transfer board, a turntable and a handling belt. The client should lead
from their strongest side. Steps:
– Position the transfer board
– Sit in front of the client in a half kneel position
Ask the client to get ready by:
– Putting their feet flat on the floor
– Leaning forward over their base of support
– Putting their leading arm in the direction of the transfer and place hand on the board
(taking care not to catch fingers under the board)
– Ask the client to put some weight on their leading arm to start the transfer
– Coach the client with prompts such as “slide across, move your hand, keep going…”
– Place one hand on the handling belt
If the client needs support and guidance:
– When one handler assists they should take support from the chair/item to be transferred
to (this also provides stability of that item) and pull the client gently (minimal effort is
required), via the handling belt, from the side, horizontally across the slide board to the
second surface.
– A second handler can assist from behind the client and between the two chairs provided the
backs of those chairs can be lowered or are already low enough.
– This technique could be performed in stages.
– Remove the transfer board when the move is complete.

TASK I: TRANSFERRING A CLIENT FROM LYING SURFACE TO LYING SURFACE
If you are transferring a client from a bed to a trolley, for example, you need to use a large
transfer board to bridge the two surfaces. Some transfer boards can be used with a slidesheet.
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It is best if the slidesheet has long handles (extension handles).
Extra measures may be required for clients who:
•A
 re attached to medical equipment, such as drains
•H
 ave poor skin integrity or pressure sores
•A
 re large or obese
•H
 ave confirmed or suspected spinal fractures
•H
 ave weak brittle bones
If the client can’t shuffle across or roll to get to the other surface, the following technique
can be used.

Technique I1: Transferring a client from a lying surface to a lying surface
using equipment
You can use a large transfer board with a full length slidesheet, or a rollerboard, for this
technique. You will need at least three carers – two pull the slidesheet and one to push the
client from the other side. Other carers may be needed to control the client’s head or feet, or
to manage the attached medical equipment.
Steps:
– Roll the client onto their side
–
Position the transfer board and slidesheet under them – follow the manufacturer’s
instructions.
– Position the second bed/trolley next to the bed/trolley on which the client is lying – it
should be the same height or slightly lower than the surface on which the client is lying.
– Make sure both beds/trolleys have their brakes on.
– Make a bridge between the two surfaces with the transfer board.
– Carers take up their positions with feet shoulder distance apart and one foot forward:
– Two carers stand on one side of the adjoined beds to pull the slidesheet handles or top layer
– One carer stands on the other side to push the clients hip and shoulder
– Other carers may be needed to manage the clients head, feet or medical equipment.
– The lead carer gives the ‘Prepare to slide and slide’ command
On the ‘slide’ command carers smoothly move the client in the direction of the transfer.
Remove the slidesheet and transfer board by rolling the client.
Note:
Large transfer boards are often used without slidesheets. In these cases the transfer board is
positioned under the bedsheet on which the client is lying, and bridges the two surfaces. The
client is transferred by carers pulling the bed sheet over the top of the large transfer board –
but you need to be sure the bed sheet is strong enough for the transfer.
Caution:
Pull the slidesheet steadily, smoothly and in stages. Jerky movements may cause injuries to
the clients or carers. Vigourous movements may cause the client to slide too far.
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My health commitment
I would like to ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. to improve my health.
Design element:

Behaviour to change:

Priming

Default

Commitment

Priming: Like a suggestion, priming is a purposeful arrangement of your environment that
helps initiate a desired behaviour. For example by setting out our exercise clothing in our
wardrobe we are more likely to actually go exercise than if we had to choose what to wear
immediately pre-exercise or by introducing soft light in a room we are more likely to be
relaxed when in that space.
Default: We are much more likely to go with the flow, leaving things as they are so to speak.
By actively setting up some positive defaults in your lifestyle, you will aid your achievement
of some longer term goals. For example a common default is to immediately get changed into
more casual clothing after returning home from work. A more pre-conceived default is to set
up a standing order to transfer wages out of your bank account into a savings account on pay
day, rather than having to perform this task manually on each pay day.
Commitments: Simply put we are more likely to do something if we have committed to it. To
make commitments more cast iron we should write them down or make them public. A word
of note: begin with bite sized commitments, making many small successes en route to your
bigger goal. For example this could mean ‘I am not going to have a cigarette today’ on the way
to ‘I am going to give up smoking’.
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HealthCo
Healthy Culture

Quick Test:
1.

What age group is most at risk of experiencing back pain?

2.

What do you feel you could do to prevent back pain from affecting you in the future?

3.

Name one duty of the employer or employee in relation to back care?

4.

What does TILE stand for?

5.

What are our 3 principles of good back care?

PRINT NAME:					
SIGNED:							DATE:
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Participant Evaluation
We hope that you have found today’s program beneficial and what is more we would be
really pleased if it assists you in achieving your health goals. The following brief questions will
aid with the summation of today’s session and will assist us in developing our programs to
better suits your health needs.
What particular part of today’s course did you feel was of most benefit to you?

My blood pressure reading is ....................... /........................................................................................
My waist circumference:.............................................................................................................................
My height:.......................................................................................................................................................
Email address so that we can email you an evaluation of the above parameters:

How do you rate today’s session? (please circle)
1I 2I 3I 4I 5I
Any other comments:
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The staff of HealthCo thank you for your participation in our programme. If we can be of
any other assistance to you, your organisation, or your colleagues, please do not hesitate
to contact our office.

HealthCo
Greenore Road,
Carlingford,
Co. Louth,
IRELAND
Phone: 083 452 4249
info@healthco.ie
www.healthco.ie

HealthCo
Healthy Culture

